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In Italy the standard wintertime protecting solution used for brown garden snail 
(Helix aspersa aspersa) inside open air rearing technology is to cut the plants to 20 
cm and to protect the rearing pen with agryl-sheet, named in italian language Tessuto-
NonTessuto or for short TNT. But this method isn`t suited for our country colder 
winters. Low temperatures registered during 2005 - 2006 winter and hibernation 
behaviour inadequate understanding led to high mortality rates, estimated to over 
85%, in most of the outdoor snail farms all around Romania. 
In order to solve the problem we studied some aspects of brown garden snail ecologic 
plasticity, his hibernation behavior inside outdoor snail farms and researched the 
possibilities of implementing some alternative wintertime protective methods. As a 
result we developed the “sandwich” system based on straw non-conducting properties 
conceived in such a manner to provide an efficient adiabatic protection while the 
inside aeration is enough to limit as much as possible the straw mass moistening. 
Keywords: brown garden snail, hibernation, sandwich system, outdoor snailfarm, 
straw  

 
Introduction 

 
Brown garden snail (Helix aspersa aspersa) is a large snail, which needs a long 

time to freeze and can bear some ice formation in its tissues up to 60% of its total body 
water. It may be provisionally considered as a partially freezing tolerant species 
(ANSART, VERNON and DAGUZAN, 2001).  

Analyzing his geographical habitat in the British Islands KERNEY and 
CAMERON (1979) considered that in the colder northern parts, such as Scotland and 
Welsh Country, this snail can survive only near to coastal areas, where temperatures 
below ice point are rarely registered.  
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Brown garden snail has a strong homing instinct and runs all his life cycle inside 
200-300 sqm area (BARKER şi WATTS Corina, 2002), so that the gasteropod will 
know precisely the proper place for egg laying, shelter or hibernation. In such 
conditions farm population with foreign Helix aspersa aspersa reproducers causes a 
lot of acclimation problems. Moreover considering that snail farming purpose is not 
the acclimation of a new species in romanian fauna but profitability it is obvious that 
an efficient wintertime protecting system is vital for future heliciculture development 
in Romania.  
 

Materials and Methods 
 

Different aspect of brown garden snail hibernation were studied by direct 
observation in farms located in Banat, Oltenia and Transilvania by experiments 
performed in Timişoara during period September 2005 – March 2007. Also another 
researches performed outdoor in Făgăraş, county Braşov in March 2006 aimed to 
identify some efficient winter time protecting systems. 

 
Results and Discussions 

 
I. In order to estimate the brown garden snail ecologic plasticity a first study 

aimed the link between hibernation conditions and epiphragm conformation. We used 
two lots of ten snails each noted L1 and L2. The both lot members hibernated in small 
net bags during the period 15.12.2006 – 15.02.2007 but in different microclimate 
conditions. Our observations are recorded in table 1. 

Tabel 1 
The correlation between hibernation conditions and epiphragm conformation 

Lot Hibernation 
conditions 

Temperature Epiphragm conformation 

L1 ice chamber constant, 5ºC vellum, fine, mucous 
L2 outdoor environment variable min. = -

12ºC 
compact, thicker, slightly 

limous 
 
As we can see in above-mentioned table low temperatures coresponding to 

winters from milder climate region of our country as Banat and Oltenia, induce a more 
compact epiphragm synthesis compared with positive mean temperatures registered 
during wintertime in mediterranean areas. 

II. In 15.10.2006 we gathered 254 adult brown garden snails (Helix aspersa 
aspersa) from a farm near Banloc, Timiş county. Because during wintertime the soil in 
Banat area rarely freeze for long periods of time we kept them in a small net bag for 
avoiding their burial. Then the snails hibernate outdoor and in 1.03.2007 they were 
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awoken from hibernation by plunging them in warmish water at room temperature 
(18ºC), for 30 sec. We found that 23 died during wintertime and the other 231 snails 
were still alive. It is important to mention that the lowest temperature registered was -
12ºC. 

Based on this data we established that the snail survival level during wintertime 
was 91%. This parameter was calculated as a percentage ratio between alive and 
hibernating snail number: 

Mv x 100 
Ps = ————— 

   Mh 
where Ps = snail survival level (%) 
Mv = alive snail number 
Mh = total number of hibernating snails 
The results agree with the ones found in speciality literature (CAPINERA, 2001) 

and clearly indicate that the brown garden snail can easily survive till -12ºC without 
further protection so it is plausible to consider that this species can acclimate itself in 
milder climate regions from Romania even in outdoor conditions. 

III. Studies performed in France demonstrated that the main factors involved in 
snail hibernation are photoperiod and air temperature decrease (ANSART, VERNON 
and DAGUZAN, 2001). These winter preceding phenomena determine the mollusk to 
stop its feeding, to search an optimum location for hibernation and to close his shell 
opening with a lid, called epiphragm. 

Our observations revealed that in Romanian climatic conditions this behavior 
starts in autumn (period October - November) when daylight time drop down to 9-10 
hours/day and the nocturnal average temperature is around 4-5ºC 

In nature brown garden snail hibernates in safe places like: hollow trees, soil 
crevices, under rocks or decomposing matter (CAPINERA, 2001). Knowing these we 
tried to replicate this conditions by building shelters, considered by us a key element 
within a protection system during wintertime.  

First we tested different materials in order to determine if the snails have some 
particular preferences regarding the material used for building these shelters. In 
octomber 2005 we put in a rearing pen, fenced in Helitex net, zinc coated sheets, slabs 
of timber, wooden caskets, plexiglas shetts, plastic buckets and rubber band strips, let 
them there for one week and daily estimated by direct observation the density of snails 
gathered up bellow these shelters. We found that the snails totally avoid metal sheets 
and have a pronounced affinity for ridge-tiles and especially for wooden shelters. 

These observations can be explained in relation to shelter material 
electroconductibility. On one hand the metal is a good heat conductor so that when the 
temperature drops down under the ice point the mollusk immediatelly will feel the cold 
effect and on the other hand because the snail mucus can chemically interact with the 
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metal. Regarding snail affinity for wood and ceramics there is no revelation because it 
is well known that in natural environment the mollusk hibernates in similar conditions. 

IV. In march 2006 by inspecting some snailfarms we found a network of 
superficial tunnels. At first view we believed that this was built by rodents as mice or 
rats but after a close inspection we observed the presence of some brown garden snails 
within. Because after a short period of time the snails were awaken from hibernation 
we delayed the problem elucidation till the next autumn.  

In February 2007 we encountered again this situation in some snail farms located 
in Mehedinţi and Gorj counties. On this occasion we performed a more detailed study 
concerning this behavior. By digging up the soil we observed that this network is 
extended even on 5-6 sqm areas and if the vegetation was very shortly cut even the 
plant roots were eaten. Also we found that brown garden snails has a strong homing 
instinct, and spends the winter, often in large groups up to 15 grown-ups and 20 
juveniles, in some cases stick to another shell, bellow artificial structures as slabs of 
timber, wooden caskets, ridge-tiles or below the ground buried till a depth of 10 cm 
near the Helitex fence. An interesting case was recorded in a farm located near 
Tismana when we noticed a tunnel starting from Helitex net level continuing for 0,5 m 
into internal alleys which separated one rearing pen from another and ending in a 
cavity where 12 grown-ups were found hibernating 8 cm bellow the ground. 

Also we observed that adult brown garden snails are more freezing tolerant than 
the juvenile ones. This fact can be explained based on the results of studies performed 
by KLEIN - ROLLAIS and DAGUZAN (1990), which revealed that tissue water 
exchange is always higher in the case of grown-up snails. In this context if we count 
ice crystal fixed size the risk of cellular wall breaking grows as snail size and implicit 
cellular volume decreases.  

V. The last experiment aimed to identify an alternative winter protection way in 
relation with the basic method used in Italy. This task was difficult because we must 
ensure a proper temperature stability effect so that the soil bellow the agryl-sheet will 
not freeze deeply even if the temperature drops down to -20ºC for short periods of time 
whereas the costs must be as low as possible. In order to achieve this goal we used 
1sqm structures based on straw, nylon and agryl-sheet, noted as you can see bellow: 

 - sample 1 (S1) – soil/agryl-sheet 
 - sample 2 (S2) – soil/straw/agryl-sheet 
 - sample 3 (S3) – soil/straw/ agryl-sheet/nylon-sheet 
 - sample 4 (S4) – soil/ straw/agryl-sheet/10 cm air cushion/ nylon-sheet 
The experiments performed outdoor in Făgăraş area, Braşov county, during one 

week registered environmental temperature (TE) and the value of the same parameter 
measured under the protecting system corresponding to sample 1 (TS1), 2 (TS2), 3 
(TS3) and 4 (TS4) at 3.00 a.m.. Also we directly determined by introducing the right 
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hand into their mass the medium inside straw mass humidity level (U%),. The results 
are presented in table 2: 

Normally, when the soil is dry or presents a moderate humidity level due to the 
atmospheric moisture appears bedding in two layers inside the straw mass: one wetter 
upper layer, placed closely to agryl-sheet (SL1) and another dryer lower layer, just 
upon the ground level (SL2). 

Analyzing above-mentioned data we observed that theoretically the best 
temperature stability effect belong to structure soil/straw/agryl-sheet, corresponding to 
S2. Practically we do not recommend this structure because in the case of snow melting 
or heavy rainfall even if inside straw mass moisture is very similar with the one 
registered between 7 to 9.03.2006 in the case of structure soil/straw/agryl-sheet/nylon-
sheet corresponding to S3 and with that of structure soil/straw/agryl-sheet/10 cm air 
cushion/nylon-sheet corresponding to S4  in 8.03.2006, due to the gravity effect and 
water infiltration through agryl-sheet mipore structure SL2  moisture level is higher. 
This process decreases snail survival chances during wintertime because if the ground 
level temperature drops down under water ice point (0ºC) wet cold is much more 
dangerous than the dry cold. 

Table 2 
Different wintertime protecting system parameters 

Date TS1 TS2 TS3 TS4 TE Weather conditions 
4.03.2006 0 4 2 2 

-1 Day: dry, temperature = +6ºC 
U% — * * * 

6.03.2006 -1 4 2 2 
-2 Day: snow, temperature = +º5C 

U% — ** * * 
7.03.2006 -3 1 0 0 

-5 Day: snow, temperature = +4ºC 
U% — ** ** * 

8.03.2006 -6 -1 -3 -1 
-8 Day: dry, temperature = -1ºC 

U% — ** ** ** 
9.03.2006 -3 1 -1 0 

-6 Day: dry, temperature = -1ºC 
U% — ** ** *

11.03.2006 -1 2 1 1 
-3 Day: dry, temperature = +3ºC 

U%  — ** * * 
* - low humidity level 
** - high humidity level 
 
Unlike S2 where the straw moisture was caused by water infiltration in the case 

of S3 and S4  this process resulted due to the straw and soil respiration disturbance so 
that the greenhouse effect determined water condensation on nylon sheet inferior face. 
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As we can see comparing S3 and S4 straw moisture this parameter is lower in the 
second sample because as the water vapour arises they turn cold. 

As a conclusion we consider that S4 is the most proper snail winter protection 
structure because it ensures an optimum adiabatic isolation at the lowest straw 
moisture level. In the winter the soil is a like a giant heat accumulator and have a much 
higher temperature delay compared with the air. In a real snail farm this protective 
system covers a 200 sqm area so that its adiabatic efficiency will be much higher.  

Based on all these experiments and observations we thought out the sandwich 
system, named so after his tri-stratified structure. Just above ground a shelter network, 
as slabs of timber, wooden caskets, ridges-tile will be placed, especially near the 
Helitex net, so that it will be spread at least on half of protected pen area. Then the 
rearing pen will be covered by the agryl-sheet anchored on all edges using a 
continuous compact soil layer. Above we will put a 10 to 20 cm thick (depending on 
local climate), well aerated, straw layer, and on the top a nylon sheet suspended at least 
5 cm from the straw level by using boxboards and pets.  

 
Conclusions 

 
Brown garden snail (Helix aspersa aspersa) may be provisionally considered as a 

partially freezing tolerant and very adaptable species. Low temperatures coresponding 
to winters from milder climate region of our country as Banat and Oltenia, induce a 
more compact epiphragm synthesis compared with positive mean temperatures 
registered during wintertime in mediterranean areas.  

Helix aspersa aspersa can easily survive till -12ºC without further protection so it 
is possible to consider that this species can be acclimated in milder climate regions 
from Romania even in environmental conditions. Regarding the size grown-ups are 
more freezing tolerant than little ones. 

In Romania the hibernation behavior starts in late October when daylight time 
drop down to 9-10 hours/day and the nocturnal average temperature is around 4-5ºC. 

Brown garden snail has a strong homing instinct, and spends the winter, 
often in large groups up to 15 grown-ups and 20 juveniles in some cases sticked 
one from anothers shell, bellow artificial structures as slabs of timber, wooden 
caskets, ridge-tiles or below the ground buried till a depth of 10 cm near the 
Helitex fence. Also the snails can dig a network of superficial tunnels extended 
even on 5-6 sqm areas used especially for hibernation. 

The gasteropods totally avoid metal sheets and have a pronounced affinity for 
ridge-tiles and especially for wooden shelters.  

Testing different protective systems based on straw, nylon and agryl-sheet, we 
found that structure soil/ straw/agryl-sheet/10 cm air cushion/ nylon-sheet is the most 
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proper snail winter protection structure because it ensures an optimal isolation at the 
lowest straw moisture level. 
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În condiţiile unei clime meditereneene blânde, soluţia folosită în Italia pentru hibernarea 
speciei Helix aspersa constă în tăierea vegetaţiei la înălţimea de 20 cm, urmată de acoperirea 
straturilor folie agrilică microporoasă, cunoscută în helicicultură şi sub denumirea de 
cuvertură neţesută (prescurtat TNT de la termenul italian: Tessuto-NonTessuto). Folosirea 
acestei metode de protecţie în iarna anului 2005-2006, coroborată cu necunoaşterea 
comportamentului hibernal al micului gri şi influenţa temperaturilor scăzute din perioada 
ianuarie-martie au condus la înregistrarea în primăvara a unei mortalităţi generale pe fermele 
din întreaga ţară de peste 85%. 
Pentru a rezolva aceste neajunsuri am studiat comportamentul de hibernare al micului gri în 
cadrul amenajărilor helicicole în ciclu biologic complet în aer liber şi am întreprins cercetări 
în vederea identificării unor modalităţi eficiente de protecţie a melcilor iernii în condiţiile unui 
preţ cât mai redus de înfiinţare. 
Cuvinte cheie : micul gri, hibernare Helix aspersa aspersa, sistem sandwich, ferma de melci in 
aer liber, paie 


